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Saturday, January 23
8:45 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Spend the day learning
about careers in natural health!
• Find out about undergraduate and graduate degrees
• Natural health demonstrations and presentations
• Meet faculty, students and staff
• Complimentary lunch
BASTYRUNIVERSITY
Learn more and RSVP
Bastyr.edu/OpenHouse
425.602.3332 • 14500 Juanita Drive N.E., Kenmore, WA
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CHECK OUT OUR ONLINE COLUMNS
PUBLISHED THROUGHOUT THE WEEK!
HERE’S A GLIMPSE INTO A FEW..
.
MOVIE OF THE WEEK: SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION
BY SCOn JOHNSON
While not only holding the distinction of being my mom's all-
time favorite movie, "The Shawshank Redemption" also has the
honor of being ranked #1 on IMDB's Top 250 list, even above
"The Godfather." Yet it is a movie people scratch their heads at;
released the same year as "Forrest Gump" and "Pulp Fiction"-
two mammoths in the history of film—I'd say it surpasses the
former in terms of filmic quality. In fact, I'd say it fully deserved
to win Best Picture over "Forrest Gump"-over "Pulp Fiction" is
a different story...but Steven Spielberg's Tom Hanks production
is often talked more about Frank Darabont's haunting, life-
affirming epic. I can't tell you how many times I've watched this
movie now....Read more at seattlespectator.com
ENOUGH WITH THE EARLY RETIREMENT
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BY AJ SCHOFIELD
Hey guys! I haven't written a column in a while, and for that
I apologize (kinda). The original column was called 'Sports R
Dumb,' and focused primarily on things that made sports, well,
dumb. We're gonna get back to that, back to our roots.
*Begin Rant*
David Ortiz announced that this will be his last season playing
baseball, and that he will retire at the end of the year. I hate
when athletes do this, and it's nothing short of an ego-stroke
tour, contracts, Hall of Fame induction and ceremony from my
own fans... Read more at seattlespectator.com
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IN MEMORIAM: JAQUELINE ANDREWS
Jaqueline Sephora Andrews, a Seattle University
graduate student, passed away suddenly on
Sunday, April 24. Jaqueline was a Master of
Divinity student at the School of Theology &
Ministryand was a memberof the United Church
of Christ. According to a Mission and Ministry
email, Jaqueline had many years of active
ministry, including youth ministry, outreach to
those affected by domestic abuse and ministry
within the armed forces as an Associate Minister.
Jaqueline served 10 years in the U.S. Navy and
was deployed in Iraq. She is survived by her
two children, Jamilah and Meshach Lacl, and by
her grandparents, parents and other relatives. A
remembrance service celebrating Jaqueline’s life
will be led by the School of Theology & Ministry
on Thursday, May 5 at 4:30p.m. in the Ecumenical
Chapel at Campion Hall. All are invited to attend.
The Spectator staff sends our deepest condolences
to Jaqueline’s friends and family.
REV. DANIEL J. BERRIGAN DIES-Rev.
Daniel J. Berrigan, a Jesuit priest and poet who
led protests against the Vietnam war, died on
Saturday in New York at 94 years old. Berrigan
became a prominent voice in 'the ‘60s for his
Roman Catholic “new left” view that racism and
poverty, militarism and capitalist green were all
interconnected pieces of a single problem—an
unjust society. Some believed his opinions were
radical, while others saw them as a pure reading
of the Scriptures. Berrigan was arrested multiple
times for varying degrees of offenses, most
recently in 2006 for blocking the entrance to the
Intrepid navalmuseum in Manhattan. Much ofhis
later work was focused on helping AIDS patients
in New York City. “The day after I’m embalmed,
that’s when I’ll give it up,” he said in 2001, at 80
years old.
VIOLENCE AT MAY DAY PROTESTS IN
SEATTLE-On Sunday, May Day protests in
Seattle became violent as protesters lit fireworks
and threw rocks at police, according to the Seattle
Police Department. Following a peaceful march
held earlier in the day, nine protesters were
arrested and five officers were injured during
the unrest. Seattle Police Chief Kathleen O’Toole
said that her officers had planned for May Day
by undergoing “enhanced crowd management
training.” The city of Seattle has consistently
had violent May Days in recent years. Seattle
Mayor Ed Murray released a statement thanking
the police for their “extraordinary work.” “It is
unfortunate and deeply regrettable that in a city
that goes to incredible lengths to respect First
Amendment rights, there are some who disregard
our values and engage in senseless acts ofviolence
and property destruction,” he said.
PRESIDENT OBAMA’S LAST WHITE
HOUSE CORRESPONDENTS’ DINNER—
President Barack Obama performed the final
comedic routine of his term at the 102nd
Annual White House Correspondents’ Dinner
on Saturday. During his speech, Obama joked
about his approval ratings (“The last time I was
this high, I was trying to decide on my major,”
he said), showed his distaste for Donald Trump
and ended with “Obama out,” followed by a mic
drop. He also played a four-minute comedic skit
called “Couch Commander,” which showed Vice
President Joe Biden and former Speaker of the
House John Boehner advising him on what to
do with the two years he’ll spend in D.C. after
finishing his term. The dinnerhad a high celebrity
attendance including Kerry Washington, Kendall
Jenner and this year’s comedian ofthe night, Larry
Wilmore.
INDIANA PRIMARY-Donald Trump and
Sen. BernieSanders wontheIndiana primaryvotes
on Tuesday in their respective parties. Sanders
received 52.7 percent of the Democratic vote next
to Hillary Clinton’s 47.3, while Trump received
53.3 percent of the vote on the Republican side.
Sen. Ted Cruz, who followed Trump with 36.6
percent, suspended his campaign that evening.
The Indiana primary was a crucial point for both
the Democratic and Republican elections. Clinton
and Trump both aimed to secure their places as
the official nominees for their respective parties
with big wins in the state, while Cruzand Sanders
hoped to take back some of the momentum for
their own campaigns. Even with Clinton’s loss
in this primary, she still holds a large enough
number of delegates to almost certainly claim the
Democratic nomination.
MICROSOFT USES SYNTHETIC DNA
TO STORE DATA-Microsoft is looking
into synthetic DNA as an option for storing
the company’s data, an experiment that could
become the future of digital storage. The company
announced on Wednesday, April 27 that they
have partnered with Twist Bioscience, a San
Francisco-based company that will provide the
oligonucleotides used for synthetic DNA storage.
Microsoft will purchase 10 million strands of
DNA, which they expect to store more data than
has ever been possible. This experiment was
prompted by the issue that data storage capacity is
struggling to keep up with the quantity of digital
data that exists, which is doubling approximately
every two years. Itis estimated that at 1.5 gigabytes
per diploid cell in a human body, a human hand
could provide a storage medium larger than the
biggest mechanical hard drive in existence.
Jennamay be reached at
jramsey@su-spectator.com.
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NEW LIVING COST ESTIMATE ADDS TO SEATTLITES’ HOUSING STRESS
Nick Turner
Senior Staff Writer
Living in Seattle isn’t cheap. According
to a new study by GoBankingRates.
com, it costs $72,092 a year to live
“comfortably” in this city. That takes
into account housing, transportation,
healthcare, utilities and other living
expenses. The study relied on the
50-30-20 budget rule in which 50
percent of income covers necessities,
30 percent covers discretionary items
and 20 percent is saved.
The median income in Seattle
is $67,365, according to the
GoBankingRates website, which
comes up almost five thousanddollars
short of the income calculated in the
study. The website bluntly suggests
that, ifyou don’t make enough money
to afford these expenses, you should
cut costs or seriously consider moving
to another city.
With the school year coming to an
end, the cost ofliving in Seattle weighs
on the minds of our community in
different ways. For seniors and other
students on the brink of graduation,
it’s impossible not to think about life
after college, where to live and how to
pay for it.
Similar thoughts plague the mind
of Joanna Frazier, a senior at Seattle
University who will graduate with
a degree in interdisciplinary liberal
studies this June.
Tve been stressing about my living
situation,” Frazier said. “I’m excited
to get working but I’m nervous
about finances.”
Currently, Frazier lives with her
dog on Mercer Island. She drives
10 minutes to school every day. Her
parents help her pay rent, which
allows her to stay in Seattle, at least for
the time being.
“I don’t know where I’ll live next
year,” she said.
Frazier is excited to graduate and
get a job. However, it’s doubtful that
she’ll be able to find a job that will pay
enough for her to live comfortably,
according to the standard of living
described in the study.
“Theonly way I’ll be able to live here
is if I live in a house with a bunch of
other people,” Frazier said. “I really
can’t afford anything else.”
It seems the same issues that face
Seattle are also at play on our campus.
According to Associate Director for
Housing and Residence Life Tim
Albert, our growing freshman class
is making it nearly impossible for the
school to accommodate students like
they have been in the past.
“Affordability off campus is a huge
concern,” Albert said. “For low-
income and moderate-income people,
we’re at a crisis level.”
Seattle U, Albert said, is growing
just like the city itself. Each freshman
class is bigger than the last, and
more students are looking to live off
campus each year. The problem is
that our campus can only hold so
many students, and those students
can only afford so much in terms of
rent payment.
“There’s nowhere else we can house
people,” Albert said. “We’ve kind ofhit
a wall.”
Julian Gottlieb, a political science
lecturer, faces similar issues. Gottlieb
moved to Seattle in 2015 when he
started teaching at Seattle U. He lives
on Capitol Hill in an apartment north
of Broadway. It takes him about 20
minutes to walk to campus.
As a rule of thumb, Gottlieb once
heard, you should not spend more
than a third of your income on rent.
Many people, Gottlieb said—himself
included—cannot afford to abide by
that rule.
Charles Mudede wrote an article for
the Stranger in which he likened the
inevitability of climate change to the
rising cost of living in Seattle. This
city’shousing market, he said, is locked
in a cycle of asset value inflation,
putting it on track to become the next
Vancouver, B.C., or San Francisco.
“The idea of building our way out
of this bad situation, as the urbanists
propose, will not produce the desired
results in reality because the market is
not structured in that way,” Mudede
wrote. “It does not answer to the basic
laws of supply and demand.”
Gottlieb said that renters don’t
get enough leverage anymore when
describing what it was like looking for
an apartment here.
“It’s not about keeping people in a
place long-term. If I called or toured
a place, it would be gone within the
hour,” he said.
According to RadPad, a mobile
apartment search and rent payment
provider, Seattle U is the 22nd most
expensive college in the country
to live near, with the average two
bedroom apartment within one mile
of campus costing $2,950 a month.
The CollegeBoard reported that the
average cost of room and board on
private school campuses in 2015-16
MAY 4 2016
costs more than $11 thousand each
school year. Divided among the nine
months that students usually spend on
campus, that amounts to more than
$1,100 a month to live in a dormitory
with roommates, on average. And
all of that with Resident Assistant
constantly looking over your shoulder.
“As long as there’s fifty or a hundred
people looking at one apartment,”
Gottlieb said. “Landlords are always
gonna have the upperhand.”
Nick may be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com.
MANDY RUSCH • THE SPECTATOR
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SEATTLE U DONOR CUTS TIES FROM SCHOOL, LYNN BUILDING RENAMED
Tess Riski
Staff Writer
As they hurry from class to class
students often overlook the yellow,
squat, villa-style building tucked
between the red walls of Xavier
Residence Hall and the high windows
ofHunthausen. Obscured by gardens,
and off of the main traffic ways of our
campus, this building is many things
to different communities.
If you’re a communications student,
you may know it as the building that
houses your department. If you’re a
commuter student, you may think of
it as your “home away from home.”
If at some point in your senior year
of high school you took a tour of the
campus, you may recall the giddy tour
guide describing it as the place that
used to be a mortuary. Or perhaps
you’ve never even given this building
a second glance.
Now, the building has a rather
cryptic name on the sign out front:
“The 1103 Building.” Its previous
name has been taped over, erased, or
blacked out—intendedtobe forgotten.
On the main floor is the former
Lynn Collegium, now called the
Commuter Link, which is a home
away from home for undergraduate
commuter students.
From 1981 to early 2016, the
enigmatic structure was called the
Lynn Building, its namesake being
Gene E. Lynn.
In December of 2015, Lynn
requested to have his name removed
from the building. The university
honored his wish, renaming the
building after its street address. Lynn
declined to comment on his reason for
removing his name.
The name change has affected
members of the former Lynn
Collegium who had embraced the
name as part of their identity.
“I think it’s mostly affected the
people who have been here the
longest. Having that name change was
kind of a big deal for us, because we
were the Lynn, so we called them the
“Familynn,” Oshian Coates, electrical
engineering junior and Commuter
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Link Community Assistant, said.
But this begs the question: Who
is Gene E. Lynn? In short, Lynn is a
man who donated significant funds
to Seattle U at a time when the school
desperately needed benefactors, and
whose projects—which centered on
helping the elderly and sick—helped
shape Seattle U’s social justice mission
into what it is today.
Lynn first joined forces with Seattle
U in the early ‘70s, becoming a
member of the Board of Regents. He
then served on the university’s Board
of Trustees from 1978-1985. In 1979,
Seattle U purchased the Johnson 8c
Sons Funeral Home, known now as
the 1103 building. Lynn’s company,
Careage, began remodeling the
building in September of that year,
pouring $450,000 (about $1.5 million
in 2016 adjusted for inflation) into
the renovations that converted the
defunct mortuary into the School
of Nursing.
This was the beginning of his years
of giving to Seattle U. In 1981, Lynn
donated $1 million to the School of
Nursing to set up an interest-free loan
program for nursing students who
promised to work in rural areas for at
least four years upon graduating from
the university. Then again in 1990,
through the money from Careage,
Lynn opened the Bessie Burton
Sullivan Skilled Nursing Residence,
or what most of us know now as
Chardin Hall. .
Lynn was good friends with the
university’s president at the time,
Fr. William Sullivan, S.J., and opted
to name the facility after Sullivan’s
mother, Bessie.
Bessie Burton Sullivan, or BBS for
short, operated as a nursing home
from 1990-2007. Many Seattle U
faculty and families stayed in the
139-bed facility. BBS was viewed as
a win-win situation; not only did the
residents receive great care,but School
of Nursing students were also able to
practice their clinicals there.
During the years of Bessie Burton
operations, Dr. Matriotti, Associate
Dean ofMatteo Ricci College, taught a
Poverty in America Course. Matriotti
Theformer Lynn Building. NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
let his students conduct their service
learning at BBS.
“I wanted them to experience
the fact that old people are very
vulnerable,” Matriotti said.
Matriotti said that the BBS facilities
were very state-of-the-art.
“Beautiful facility. Everything was
first class, modern. A very homey
atmosphere, beautiful lamps, beautiful
lighting, Venetian blinds looking out
onto very nicely planted shrubbery,
and carpeting, quiet, and lots of
care personnel of various kinds,”
Matriotti said.
In 2007, the university
administration made the decision
to close down BBS in the seemingly
never-ending need for more space on
campus. They argued that BBS was
too costly to maintain, and that space
couldbe better used as a residencehall.
Over 130 elderly folks were forced to
move elsewhere and 200-something
BBS employees lost their jobs.
Some connection was lost with
Lynn after the closure of BBS.
Aside from the closure of BBS, the
School of Nursing, housed in the
Lynn building, moved to the Garrand
building in 1994, where it currently
resides. The name “Lynn” remained
attached to the 1103 structure.
Io 2006, the building became
what it presently is today: the
CommunicationsDepartment.
Though the name change seemingly
erases the building’s history, Coates
said she is excited at the prospect of
new beginnings.
“[The name change] was kind of
sad. But it is kind of cool to get to start
over,” Coates said.
Rachel Betron is the Program
Coordinator for Learning
Communities and Innovation. She
said that while Lynn did decide to
remove his name from the building,
it’s less important to speculate why,
but more important to move forward
with the changes.
“I think some of that [not knowing
why] just comes from wanting to
be in a place of respect for someone
who has spent and given a lot to the
Seattle Universitycommunity,” Betron
said. “So a lot of the reframing we did
here was less of ‘Why would the name
change?’ but rather, ‘How can we take
advantage of this to make sure that
the students who commute to Seattle
University have the opportunity
to name and claim something that
makes more sense to them and their
identity,”’ Betron said.
While we may never know why
Lynn decided to break from Seattle
University, his now taped-over legacy
is one that deserves respect and
remembrance.
Tess may be reached at
triski@su-spectator.com
ORIENTATION ADVISORS GET RE-ORIENTED FOR NEXT YEAR
Tess Riski
Staff Writer
Many of us stumbled into Seattle
University orientation with sweaty
palms, weak knees, and having just
eaten moms spaghetti for the last time
until break. We were nervous, but on
the surface we looked calm and ready.
We owed a lot ofour cool demeanor to
the Orientation Advisors whose much
needed parental presence guided our
aimless selves in the right direction.
The Orientation program will
undergo a lot of changes for the
upcoming year, but theyboil down to
three major things: first, the program
will downsize from approximately 55
Orientation Advisors (OAs) to just
25. Second, the orientation programs
outreachwill extend to more students,
particularly transfer students. And
third, the OA position will be a lot
more like a job than a volunteer
position, including a nearly eightfold
pay raise.
Humanities for leadership junior
Joseph Delos Reyes was an OA last
year. He said that the decision to cut
the OA group in half was intended to
create a more tightly-knit staff.
“I think it was because they really
want to make a cohesive group that
knows each other all the time, as
opposed to having a group of over
60 OAs and having that community
divided over the summer based on
availability,” Delos Reyes said.
Stacey Ruiz is a sophomore
psychology major and one of only
four returning OAs. She said that the
small amount of returners may be
attributed to the time constraints of
the new program.
Ruiz said that this year’s OAs
better reflect the incoming Seattle
U students. For example, unlike in
recent years, one
of the OAs is also an
athlete, which means that they will be
better able to connect with freshman
athletes and encouragethem to attend
Welcome Week events.
Ruiz, who is a first generation
college student, said that the program
will better cater to the experiences
of first generation students whose
Stacey Ruiz, a returning Orientation Advisor SAMIRA SHOBEIRI · VOLUNTEER PHOTOGRAPHER
families may be less informed on the
processes of college.
In past years, OAs only helped out
during the freshman orientation
Summer in Seattle sessions. But the
new changes add a lot more support
for incoming transfer students,
who often times have a more
difficult time integrating into the
Seattle U community.
“We have people who are showing
leadership position as transfer
students, and it’s showing how it’s
possible to get active on campus, and
also it is a pretty nice adjustment with
the help there,” Ruiz said.
The OAs will also put on orientations
at the start of winter and spring
quarters when transfer students join
Seattle U.
“Since we will be doing transfer
orientation throughout the whole
school year, definitely it will be a lot
better for those students,” Ruiz said.
The OAs will also try to become
experts in each college so that they
can help a larger number ofincoming
students become familiar with the
departments that interest them.
“We’reall still learning about each of
the colleges on campus so that when
we talk to families and students we
know this information about all of the
colleges, and not just our own and our
major and what not,” Ruiz said.
But with all of these changes comes
a lot more commitment.
“Now it’s more of a job rather
than a volunteer position I suppose,”
said humanities and biochemistry
sophomore Dana Tran. Tran was
an OA last summer, but will not be
returning this year.
Delos Reyes said that the new time
requirements are somewhat limiting,
and those time restraints are the
reason that he won’t be returning
next year.
“It has bred a lot of restriction in
that because it’s so summer-oriented,
it really restricts a lot of people who
wantto do something for the summer,
like explore summer internships or
have a job throughout the school
year,” Delos Reyes said.
But with that extra work comes
extra compensation. In the past, OAs
were paid $100 for each Summer in
Seattle session that they attended.
Now the stipend has increased almost
NAY 4, 2016
eight-fold.
Tran said that the pay increase
is slightly upsetting to past OAs
who received significantly less
compensation for their work.
“I think it’s pretty unfair for the OAs
of last year just because we did the
same amount of training,” Tran said.
“So last year if you had attended all
Summer in Seattle sessions, and had
done the max you could, I think the
only amount in monetary value you
could’ve gotten was $400.”
Now each OA will receive a $2,500
stipend for summer orientation,
and two additional $250 stipends
for winter and spring transfer
orientations, totaling $3,000.
Despite some of the oppositions
to the program changes, Ruiz
remains optimistic.
“Just in the training sessions that
we’re having done, we’re doing a lot
of things better already that I already
see benefiting these new students. So
far I actually really do like the change,”
Ruiz said.
Tess may be reached at
triski@su-spectator.com
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ECUADOR AND JAPAN RECOVER AFTER DEVASTATING QUAKES
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
“There is nothing natural about
the aftermath of a natural disaster,”
sophomore Kami Chan said. “There is
no mercy when it destroys everything
in itspath.”
On the evening of Saturday, April
16, an earthquake of magnitude 7.8
devastated Ecuador. The catastrophe
demolished many coastal towns,
killing 654 people and forcing more
than 26,000 others into shelters.
Most of the deaths occurred in the
Ecuadorian cities ofManta, Portoviejo
and Pedernales, located along the
country’s coast.
This recent tragedy is the worst the
country has seen in decades, making
it the deadliest earthquake to hit
Ecuador since 1987, which claimed
1,000 lives. 58 people remain missing
and over 12,000 are injured according
to Ecuador’s Risk Management Office.
With at least $3 billion in damage,
Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa
cautioned the public that the
reconstruction effort will take years.
To help fund the relief measures, taxes
will be temporarily raised for the
next year.
8 NEWS
Thousands of miles away from
the destruction, many of our own
studentshere atSeattle Universityhave
been impacted.
Seattle U students Julia Cordero,
Katie Furlan and Victor DeSimone
will be planning a fundraising event
on campus in the near future. Having
gone on an ecotourism trip to Ecuador
this past spring break, the students
wish to help in any way they can.
“The earthquake happened a few
weeks after we got back, so the trip
is really fresh in our minds,” Cordero
said. “[The fundraiser] is veryhard to
organize because everyone’s busy but
we’re trying our hardest.”
The students traveled to three
different Ecuadorian cities, two of
which they went to for reforestation
efforts. One of the cities, Bahia de
Caraqufez, was completely decimated.
It is located only a few miles south of
the epicenter.
“It’s really difficult. People that we
met and a lot of us cared about have
been affected,” Cordero said. “Their
houses are non-existent—they’re
not standing.”
The fundraiser tentatively consists
of a print, made by Cordero, being
sold online, as well as plans to have
a tamale making party. Although a
date has not been officially set, the
eventualproceeds will hopefully aid in
reconstruction efforts being pursued
in the country that was home to the
students for one short week.
“It’s really hard to believe that I was
there, that that was a place I went and a
place that I enjoyed and a place where
I made new friends, Ecuadorian and
from here,” Cordero said. “Just to
think that a place that I really love
is destroyed.”
Japan also suffered a series of
earthquakes in the Kumamoto
Prefecture of the Kyushu region from
April 14 to 16, one of which was
magnitude 7.0. At least 41 people died
and thousands are injured and have
been evacuated from their homes.
Rescue efforts were hampered by the
bad weather, as the threatof landslides
made the situation all the more dire.
The Kumamoto government has
opened over 100 evacuation centers.
For Chanandher family, the waiting
game has proven to be the hardest
ofall.
“Thankfully, none ofmy familywho
live in Japan suffered.But their friends
and family in that region were injured
pretty severely,” Chan said. “It’s awful
“THERE IS NOTHING NATURAL ABOUT THE
AFTERMATH OF A NATURAL DISASTER...
THERE IS NO MERCY WHEN IT DESTROYS
EVERYTHING IN ITS PATH.”
having so much here but being so
helpless to do anything there. All you
can do is wait and see.”
Chan further explained that while
her family longed to go help, the
fear of more aftershocks may make
it too dangerous to pursue just yet.
Landslides have also affected road
access in the remote mountain area.
“It’s hard to believe it’s real. When
my mom saw the pictures over the
news and called back home to see if
everyone was alright, she couldn’t
even stop shaking,” Chan said. “I feel
veryblessed and also very guilty, that I
can be relieved by my lack of loss when
so many people weren’t as lucky.”
Because of Japan’s location along
what is known as the Ring of Fire
in the Pacific ocean, more volcanic
activity and severe earthquakes
are expected.
The respective regions’ relief
divisionswill be doing everything they
can to recover from these calamities.
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com.
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PHOTO CAMPAIGN RECLAIMS THE WORD “DISABILITY”
Lena Beck
News and Managing Editor
The connotations of a word often
carry more weight than the word’s
actual definition. Take “disability,”
for example. Our culture still
largely perceives disabilities as
negative—ultimately detrimental. A
student group at Seattle University is
seeking to show that this doesn’t have
to be the case.
The Coalition for Students with
Disabilities justconcludeda week-long
photo campaign called “Disabled and
Proud, Allyand Proud.” The gist ofthe
project was to pair the word disabled,
which has long carried a negative
association, with words that are
perceived as positive, such as proud,
sexy and able. Students made signs
with their word pairings, identifying
themselves as either having a disability
or being an ally, and posed for photos.
The pictures will soon appear online
and be displayed on campus.
When President of the Coalition
Anna Pickett came up with the idea
for this campaign, she was slightly
intimidated. An event discussing the
nature of disabilitycould easily offend.
“Sometimes to our own detriment
we’re a [Politically Correct] school,
and I was afraid that I wasn’t being PC
enough,” Pickett said.
But for her, this uncomfortable
aversion to the term was precisely
what needed to be addressed. To
avoid a conversation about a word is
to tacitly agree it is a bad thing. Which
for Pickett, is not the case.
“I’ve said this a lot but I really really
believe that my disability has made
me a more creative and empathetic
person, in a way that if I didn’t have a
disability, I wouldn’t be,” Pickett said.
This negativity breaks down into
what we really mean when we say
“disabled.” According to Pickett
and Rayna Mitchell-Rose—who
is in charge of marketing for the
coalition—disability is commonly
equated to inability, which is very
often not true.
The photo campaign’s Facebook
event page, “Disabled and proud, Ally
and proud photo campaign,” said that
this word association is founded on
years and years of what the coalition
calls systematic ableist oppression.
A history of labeling disabilities as
detrimentalhas led to the wordhaving
strong connotations.
For the coalition, the consequence
is not to reject or disassociate from
disability, but to reclaim it as a word
that can be part of a positive narrative.
Hence, the photo campaign.
Sophomore interdisciplinary liberal
studies major Addison Lucia is the
photographer for the campaign, and
says
this is the first time he’s done a
project like this. According to Lucia,
these photos bring into public space
something that is often stigmatized
and not talked about. It makes
invisible disabilities visible.
Taking the ally photos is also
important to Lucia. According to him,
allies have a very specific part to play
in the de-stigmatization of disability.
“For me specifically, this is a really
important part of being an ally—is
putting my face and myvoice out there
as a person with privilege,” Lucia said.
Many people still don’t feel
comfortable identifying as having a
disability. Disabilities can be physical
and therefore visible, or they can be
what are called invisible disabilities.
Many times, people with invisible
disabilities can be perceived visually
as not having one at all and therefore
can be reluctant to share that theyhave
one due to the negative association.
Or, according to Pickett, they may
not feel “disabled enough.” Sometimes
people with invisible disabilities may
feel that since their disabilities cannot
be seen, they have less of a right
to claim this word—and therefore
cannot reclaim it.
Mitchell-Rose can remember having
another student tell her she couldn’t
refer to herself as disabled, since her
disability isn’t apparent to the eye.
“That was upsetting for me because
I felt like I’d finally kind of come
to terms with this thing that I was
grappling with,” Mitchell-Rose said.
“And being told that just because it’s
not visible means that I can’t use that
Anna Noel Pickett is the president of the Coalition for Students with
Disabilities (CSD).
Rayna Mitchell-Rose is the marketing
chair of CSD executive board.
word, or I can’t reclaim that word,
I can’t fight for that word, was really
challenging for me.”
For Pickett, this is also reminiscent
of the notion that to speak about
degrees of disability means that we are
once again referring to disability as
inability. She hopes that this campaign
helps students feel more comfortable
identifying with their disability, even
MAY A, 2016
Addison Lucia, the photographerfor
the campaign.
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if they don’t want to share the photo
with anyone else yet.
The photos will soon be posted
online and eventually on campus. The
official launch party to present the
photos will be on May 19, with other
details to be determined.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com.
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Full hp bar, full hearts, and a growing Seattle U gaming community
Champloo, thegameMatthew Juskelis created.
Paolo Violante
Carlos Cervantes
Volunteer Writers
Regardless of system, regardless of year, and regardless of place, gamers at
Seattle Universityhave found each other to share their passion. They are among
the thousands of loyal viewers logged on to twitch.tv to watch livestreams of
their favorite games, they are the fans that attend video game conventions
like PAX and they are the people who participate in video game forums on
hundreds of different websites. These individuals combine passion and
innovation for the love ofgaming.
From casual games ofFIFA or Halo among friends to tournament matches for
games like League of Legends or Counter-Strike, students interact with video
games as both individuals and in communities. The gaming community is as
diverse as it is thriving. From those who create the games to those who love to
play them, Seattle U ishome to a vibrant gamingcommunity.
"Our gaming community is really kind and
welcoming; I've always had really positive
experiences with the people here."
-Izze Kelly
12
izze kelly
Izze Kelly, a sophomore physics eSports players is pretty diverse,
major and dedicated member You don’t necessarily need an
of the Seattle U Smash Club, expensive gamingcorffputer, so it’s
describes the community at pretty inclusive.”
Seattle U gaming community as In discussing the consolidation
diverse and inviting. of video games with the
“Our gaming community is responsibilities of college and
really kind and welcoming; early adulthood Kelly noted that
I’ve always had really positive she values her games now more
experiences with the people here,” than ever.
Kelly said. “The community of
FEATURES
matthew juskelis
Matthew Juskelis, a senior
computer science major at Seattle
U found his love of gaming in The
Sims 2. He recalls witha laugh that
one time he got so involved in the
game that he passed out right after
just standing up. He started game
design in high school, making
animated screensavers and taking
computer science courses.
Since then Juskelis has worked
on numerous projects while
balancing college life. The first
game project he finished, Lonely
Pong, embodies one ofthe greatest
obstacles in independent game
design: scope. The most literal
way to overcome this obstacle was
to divide the classic game, Pong,
in half.
“Make the smallest thing you
could possibly think of, and then
cut that in half,” Juskelis said.
“Being able to recognize what’s
bad in your game,” he said, is
also essential.
Another of his projects, Ugh, is
a platformer designed to showcase
an intuitive movement system.
“I had a movement system that
I thought was good, it was really
tight, the speeds were all good.
Then I had myfriend Jackson play
it,” he said with a self-deprecating
chuckle. “I had been working on
this for day and night and after ten
seconds he says ‘no?’
After Matthew took his advice
to heart, the system and the game
found acclaim from his friends
and an internet fan base.
He’s been working on his current
project, Champloo, since August
of 2015. Drawing inspiration from
the 2004 animatedseries “Samurai
Champloo,” Champloo is a 2D
brawler in the vein ofSuper Smash
Brothers, where players hack,
slash and throw swords at each
other in a samurai-style dual. The
majority ofthe development cycle
has been focused on making the
gameplay as smooth and simple
as possible. It was inspired by
another developer, Vlambeer.
“[Vlambeer’s] whole mantra is
making really good game design
and gameplay and then doing
everything else,” Juskelis said.
The samurai art style was only
added two weeks ago, and Juskelis’
also recently contacted an artist
to work on his game. Reflecting
another important aspect of game
design: knowing when to ask for
help.
“It’s impossible to do all of it
by yourself?’ he said. “You have
to realize that you’re not an artist
or you’re not a musician or you’re
not a coder and you need someone
else to help you with it.”
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Christopher tran
Another noteworthy member
of Seattle Us video game
community is Christopher
Tran, a freshman studying
computer science, whose
handiwork has allowed
him to create a unique
and personalized gaming
experience. Tran is currently
in the process of replicating an
arcade machine for Konamis
rhythm game Sound Voltex
from scratch parts, inspired by
his first ever visit to an arcade.
He states that this is his first
time doing any project along
these lines.
“[It’s] just a lot of trial and
error; when I first figured out
how to wire a button I was
really proud ofmyself, as dumb
andrew park
Andrew Park, a senior math
major, is the president and
founder of Smash at Seattle U,
a club comprised of student
players of all skill levels
from those just beginning to
participants in major regional
tournaments. Park describes
the club’s inception as the
efforts of a group of friends
that formed around playing the
game, aiming to extend that
same sense of community to
others on campus.
“I met almost all of my
friends through Smash,” Park
said. “I thought that other
people could find friends and
community, like I did, if we
started the club.”
He highlighted the unique
identity of the Smash Bros
as it sounds.”
Despite having no previous
experience with arcade
machines or controllers, Tran
describes himself as coming
from a mechanical background
and adopting the project to
learn more about electronics.
“It’s mostly about
understanding and learning
something new as well as
wanting to play,” Tran said,
noting how rewarding it was to
really understand something he
used so regularly. The simplicity
of playing and creating games
with friends informs a tightly
knit sense of community where
people are free to be themselves
and explore new avenues.
community compared to that
of other fighting games, which
often have a reputation of
being inaccessible. Each week
the club offers both casual and
competitive events to cater
to all of its members. Park
also stressed the importance
of inclusivity and good
sportsmanship to his vision of
the club.
“I’m really happy with how
we’ve turned out and how we’ve
been able to be inclusive of
people, even if they only come
in play for halfan hour,” he said.
His efforts even draw in
regulars from the University
of Washington in addition to
an already sizable number of
Seattle U club members.
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Matthew Juskelis andfriend Jackson Van Dyck play the game created
by Matt.
jackson van dyck
Jackson Van Dyck, a senior
Computer Science major, is also
in the midst of a production of
his own. Though still early in its
development, Van Dyck’s work
featured the use of dynamic
audio, synchronized with visual
displays as the foundations to a
final product he described as “the
next level.” Van Dyck emphasized
the importance of different
video game communities as the
inspiration for his endeavors.
“When I was fourteen I went
to PAX and was like ‘Oh this is
somethingyou can do asa career,”’
Van Dyck said.
In addition to the Seattle-based
gaming convention, Van Dyck
The Seattle U gaming scene is as varied in its members as it is vibrant in
its passion. Every community is a collection of identities. Game designers
combine their passions with technical skills to create entire worlds,
competitive players foster community in tournaments as well as practice,
retro enthusiasts rebuild nostalgia: gamers of all kinds make up this dynamic
group of students. Sometimes it isn’t about the high score, but about the
friends you make on the way.
The editor may be reached at jbono@su-spectator.com
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credited his involvement with
competitive video games as the
basis for much of his interest
and knowledge on the subject of
game design.
“Trying to play different games
the best that I can for years
caused me to have a really good
understanding ofhow the systems
worked and how much the little
details mattered for how a game
felt.” Van Dycksaid
Juskelis and Van Dyck are
often found in the Engineering
Building, demoing their
projects to peers, but are also
there to participate in Seattle
University’s prevalent Super
Smash Bros scene.
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A SAGA “MORE POWERFUL THAN YOU COULD POSSIBLY IMAGINE”
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
I don’t remember what I first felt
about George Lucas’ space-opera,
“Star Wars.”
That’s a weird thought, isn’t it? Was
I excited? Did I even know what I
was watching?
What I do remember is constantly
re-watching it on Saturday mornings,
forgetting to turn the volume down
so as to prevent the Fox orchestral
fanfare from waking up my mom. I
remember backyard lightsaber fights
with those gaudy sound effects, that
pristine gold VHS box containing
the original trilogy and using every
iota of my willpower to use the Force.
Memory is funny, and on this May the
4th (International Star Wars Day), I
look back on one of the most defining
aspects ofmy childhood.
Released in 1977, sixteen years
before I was even born, “Star Wars”
shatteredbox office records (a power it
still has 39 years later) and spawned an
entire fandom along with it. Whether
it’s toys, video games, television
programs—you name it—“Star Wars”
has it in spades. When I was a kid it
seemed like there was no shortage
of merchandise (much to my mom’s
chagrin) and I would oftenrush down
to good ol’ FAO Schwarz at Bellevue
Square to get the newest toys once
“The Phantom Menace” was released
in 1999.
Seattle U alum Victoria Zinsley
remembers her first memories of Star
Wars fondly.
“It must’ve been after the re-releases
[of the original trilogy] back in ’97,”
Zinsley said. “I remember sitting
in my driveway where I had made a
circle, and I had a plastic container
that I kept throwing at it because I was
‘destroying the Death Star.’”
As a kid, the much-loathed and
mocked “Prequel” trilogy comprised
of “The Phantom Menace,” “Attack
of the Clones” and “Revenge of
the Sith,” appealed to me because I
couldn’t have cared less about the
clunky dialogue, disastrous acting
from Hayden Christiansen and Jar Jar
Binks’ soul-crushing voice (me-sa no
likey). Nowadays it’s easy to lookback
and grimace at the majority of the
trilogy, but there is no denying that it
has a place in the canon.
At its core, “Star Wars” is an epic tale
of good and evil, heroes and villains.
There’s romance, space battles,
lightsaber fights, galactic politics and a
decades-long story that encompasses
dozens of characters and planets. As
a kid, it was easy understand these
themes (the story didn’t matter much
to me then) but it was even easier to
be stunned by the idea of space travel,
to be overcome by the unquenchable
desire to wield a lightsaber and to
be utterly terrified of Darth Vader’s
booming voice.
It’s interesting that the last fewtimes
I’ve shown the saga to those who had
never seen any of the films, they have
Seattle U's campus store sells Star Wars products, aimed at all ages.
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found more appeal in the prequels
than the originals.
“I just liked how everything was
so interconnected,” said sophomore
AnnieDavis.“All these differentevents
and storylines meshed together.”
We are currently in the flux of a new
era of Star Wars, spawned by “The
Force Awakens” and continuing on
with one film per year until at least
2019 with the new saga’s conclusion
in Episode IX.
Senior Nate Wylie is interested in
seeing where the series will go.
“I like watching a series that Disney
can continue that’s worthwhile. I don’t
know what to expect about the next
films, but I’m excited,” Wylie said.
This year will see the release of
“Rogue One” the first in an anthology
series that takes place within the Star
Wars universebut not at the same time
as the present story. “Rogue -One,”
which featuresa solidcast that includes
Felicity Jonesand Forest Whitaker, will
focus on the events leading up to “A
New Hope” as a band ofrebels attempt
to steal the Death Star plans that R2-
D2 is carrying at the beginning of “A
New Hope.” The preceding film, set
for 2018, will portray a young Han
Solo. Actors such as Dave Franco and
Miles Teller have auditioned for the
lead role, but “Hail, Caesar!” breakout
star Alden Ehrenreich is the reported
front-runner.
There is a lot to be excited for if
you’re a Star Wars fan, especially
looking ahead to the future. But it’s
always important to look at the past
and remember just how formative
“Star Wars” was in many childhoods.
From its special effects, the engrossing
Shakespearian story all the way down
to its themes: “StarWars” is something
I hope never goes away.
May the force be with all of you.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
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MADARAKA FESTIVAL AIMS TO EMPOWER WOMEN
Tess Owen
Staff Writer
MadarakaDay is important to Kenyan
culture given that it is a celebration of
Kenya’s attainment ofselfrule fromthe
United Kingdom, and Seattleites have
a chance to experience that culture
through the celebration of Madaraka
Day at the Experience Music Project
Museum. The festival stems from
empowerment, connection and
music and hopes to celebrate the
influence of the arts on individuals
and communities. This year’s theme is
women’s empowerment.
“In Africa, especially in the
community that I come from, there
is conditioning that women come
second,” said Simon Okelo, One Vibe’s
executive director and Madaraka
Festival’s Seattle organizer.
Okelo believes that this event needs
to be used as a platform for discussing
important issues. This year’s musical
lineup will feature a predominantly
female lineup. Specifically, it includes:
Owuor Arunga, Choklate, D’bi Young
Anitafrika, Nik West, Runka and
Kouyate Arts.
“I think the music festival will
TheMadarakaFestival will be happening again on May 28 at the EMP museum.
represent and showcase the really
successful, very strong African
women artists who are also very active
in their community,” said Eliana Olais,
a Seattle U alumi and member of the
event planning team for the festival. “I
think it’s
very important to showcase
these leaders, especially for the
children that are in the program for
people they can lookup to.”
Okelo’s mother was raised in
Kisumu, Kenya, the town that -One
Vibe is now based in. In 1997, his
mother fought to start the orphanage
home that the organization’s programs
are now based out of. Okelo’s vision of
his mother as a strong woman that
helped give his organization a home
helped inspire this year’s theme.
Okelo describes his movement
as consisting of people who like to
face problems head-on. They are not
waiting for someone to help them—
they are helping themselves. The
Madaraka festival at the EMP has been
a tool for the movement to fundraise
their programs in Kenya, and each
year the organization sets a goal for
the festival.
“This years event is geared
towards fundraising to help students
participate in both education and One
Vibe’s music and arts programs,” said
One Vibe’s volunteer and social media
coordinator, Mintwab Zemeadim.
In the past, the organization has
been extremely successful reaching
its goals for the festival. In 2014, they
covered the cost ofrunning education,
music and arts programs in Kenya for
one year from that event’s proceeds
alone. They also built a music
production studio. The next year the
organization was able to create a film
production studio.
This year, organizers hope to
strengthen their work in Kenya by
sponsoring children to move forward
with their academic education
following a year of music and arts
programswith One Vibe. The ultimate
mission is similar to Seattle U’s—to
develop the whole person. They also
hope to develop a music and arts
center that serves as a model that
could be replicated in other parts of
the world. Only $78 pays for a child
to go to.high school and participate in
these these artistic activities.
Another of the Madaraka Festival’s
goals is to create a bridge between
Seattle and Kisuma by allowing artists
May 4. 2016
from both places the chance to to
collaborate on projects and events,
create music and produce films
together, thus empowering themselves
and each other.
“Madaraka is that type of an event
where we see that there’s a need for
us to collaborate. There’s a need for
us to give other young people an
opportunity to do things that are
positive in their lives instead of being
drowned in drugs and violence,”
Okelo said.
Along with a benefit concert, there
will also be an artisan market where
tables will be set up for artists in order
to support local businesses. There will
be about 20 tables and vendors will be
selling jewelryand clothing. There will
also be other organizations promoting
their movements.
Tickets for the benefit concert and
artisan market are $25 and all proceeds
go towards supporting One Vibe
Africa and the youth the organization
serves. The event is available to all
ages.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
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NEW HEDREEN GALLERY CURATOR WANTS YOU TO FEEL WEIRD
Sean M. Johnson's, “DISPLACE” exhibit in the Hedreen Gallery
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
Most students might not realize that
there are threeart galleries on campus.
The most renowned, the Vachon,
occupies the Fine Arts building
while the Kinsey is situated in the
Admissions building. The third—and
most overlooked—is the Hedreen
Gallery, which occupies prime real
estate on 12th Ave across from the
Chieftain. Despite this excellent
location, many people simply walk by
and ignore its big bay windows. But a
new curator is aiming tobring in new
patrons as she introduces the campus
to Sean Johnsons art in “DISPLACE,”
her first curated show in the new role.
Cilia Jurdy, a senior international
studies major with an art history
minor, wasn’t aware of the gallery
until she applied to work there two
years ago and hopes more people will
come to see Johnsons art.
“I love the tension in his exhibit, the
discomfort, the literal displacement
that it causes. I’m really in tune with
the emotions it evokes within me, and
that’s what I really like about it,” Jurdy
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said. “I can feel my heart speed up a
little bit as I’m looking at it because
you’re nervous, it gives this real big
sense of unease.”
As you enter the gallery, the oddness
of the main piece catches the eye. A
coffee table, couch, upholstered chair
and a light standblend into one entity
as the furniture hangs over wood-
floored gallery ever-so delicately,
held in place only by ropes and hooks
harnessed around its edges. Walk
around the piece and see it from a
different angle to really appreciate the
precariousness of the piece.
The new curator, Amanda Donnen,
arrived in March and contracted
Seattle-native Sean Johnson during
her first month to design an eye-
popping exhibition.
Donnen wanted something to
play around with the inherent
strangeness of the gallery for the very
first exhibition.
“It’s a pretty atypical gallery
space and we wanted to heighten
that weirdness by doing this sort
of psychologically charged kind of
installation with furniture,” Donnen
said. “I think that most students don’t
know that this gallery is here, so one
of my main goals was to do a project
that had a lot of visual impact that
people might notice. I didn’t want to
do a bunch of small frame things that
you can justpass by without thinking.”
Before she had adjusted to her
new job, Donnen tracked down
Johnson, a University of Washington
graduate with a master’s degree in
fine arts, to create the exhibit. It took
less than a month for the gallery to
come together.
“He’s well known for doing these
pieces where he balances or suspends
furniture,” Donnen said. “You don’t
know exactly what you’re going to
get, there’s a certain element of risk
involved and you just sort of take that
on and see what happens; you can’t be
afraid of failure.”
Johnson, who recently moved to
New York and is in the process of
applying for grants to further his
artistry, wants his gallery to convey
the same feelings he felt when he left
his Seattle home.
“I moved from Seattle to New York
about five months ago and was really
struggling with the idea of ‘what can
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make this a home?”’ Johnson said. “I
lived in the same apartment in Seattle
for eight years, so one little side table
that made me feel comfortable I don’t
have anymore because I had to give a
lot ofstuffawaybefore I moved.”
Open until June 19, “DISPLACE”
is aiming to be the start of a new era
for the Hedreen by displaying more
radical and strikingworks of art rather
than typical paintings or sculptures.
Stunning, poignant and a little
apprehensive, “DISPLACE” is likely to
make you feel a little off-fulfilling its
primary goal.
But underneath its haphazard
design, Johnson’s hopes for the gallery
are a little more heartfelt.
“I hope it reinforces what home is to
the students, or making a new home
that’s on campus and understanding
in themselves what home means
to them,” Johnson said.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
“DEATH OF A SALESMAN” BRINGS AN AMERICAN CLASSIC TO LIFE
Callie Craighead
Staff Writer
The pursuit of the American Dream
becomes a deadly nightmare in
ArtsWests emotional production of
Arthur Miller’s tragedy, “Death of
a Salesman.”
Directed by Mathew Wright, the
play tells the story of 63-year-old
traveling salesman Willy Loman’s
(David Pichette) final days. Loman is
haunted by standards of success he
cannot seem to reach and dissatisfied
with his current place in life and the
failures of his two sons, Biff (Drew
Highlands) and Happy (Kyle Anton
Johnson). The play explores dynamics
of family and the American Dream.
This is the sixth and final play
of ArtsWests 2015-2016 season.
The six plays focused on what it
means to be an American and the
American Dream.
“This season we [encountered] a
group of individuals engaged in the
pursuit of life, liberty and happiness in
the country they’ve been told makes
all things possible,” Wright wrote in
the playbill.
The play is considered an American
classic and many students, like
freshman sports and exercise science
major David Mickey, have read
the play.
“Having read the play in high
school, I found the story to be relevant
without being confined to a single
generation,” Mickey said. “I am sure
seeing this play in person would
be delightful.”
Miller’s play is a daunting work to
cover given that it not only won the
Pulitzer Prize for drama in 1949, but
also the Tony Award for Best Play that
same year.
Despite the large shoes to fill,
ArtsWests production stays true to
Miller’s intentions and follows his
exact script and stage directions.
Set predominantly in the Loman
house, the play uses several open
spaces on different levels to signify
different rooms in the house. This
allows multiple characters to act
independently without directly
interacting. For instance, the audience
is introducedto Happyand Biff as they
sleep in their bedroom and overhear
Willy talking to himself in the
other room.
The play uses flashback scenes to
reveal the Loman family at the height
of their happiness and success when
the two sons were in high school
and Biff was a star football player.
The two sons change to their high
school counterparts by changing
their costumes. Small changes such as
putting on a letterman jacket indicate
flashbacks to high school. The lighting
is also used to differentiate between
flashbacks and the present.
The production’s strong acting
emphasizes each character’s
defining features.
The Loman brothers have the most
interesting dynamic in the play. The
flashbacks reveal just how much
they have changed since high school.
Highlands’ performance was heartfelt
and full of emotion, especially in
scenes in which Biff has to get almost
physical with Willy and scenes in
which he breaks downcrying.
Johnson’s performance was also
moving. He embodies the cocky and
confident Happy inthe present, but the
overshadowed brother in flashbacks.
Happy feels that he had to compete
with Biff for his father’s attention and
approval and thus there is a palpable
tension between the brothers.
Many scenes feature Willy alone
onstage talking to himself about the
past, thus Pichette’s portrayal plays up
Willy’s growing instability. Beginning
to lose his hold on what is reality and
what is the past, he is haunted by the
memory ofhis highly successful older
brother, Ben (Allan Armstrong) and
has moments offorgetfulness.
The props are simple and minimal,
with only a kitchen table, several
chairs and Willy’s suitcases onstage.
Each prop serves several purposes.
The kitchen table becomes a dinner
table at a restaurant scene and a desk
in the office ofWilly’s boss.
One of the more iconic props are
Willy’s suitcases, which he carries
while traveling and in flashbacks.
However, they also symbolize his
grave at the end of the play. One ofthe
most moving scenes onstage involves
Willy’s wife Linda Loman (Eleanor
Moseley) mourning Willy’s death over
his suitcases.
May A. 2016
The play itselfhas a relevant message
that gives scathing commentary on
the unattainability of the American
Dream while criticizing capitalism
as all of Willy’s standards of success
involve acquiring money.
“[The play] still has an applicable
message as Willy tried to force his
dreams on his kids and parents still do
that today,” said sophomore English
major Taylor Johnson.
Happyreflects on how Willy was the
embodiment of the American Dream
at Willy’s funeral in one of the most
poignant lines in the play, saying,
“He had a good dream. It’s the only
dream you can have: to come out the
number-one man. He fought for it out
there, and this is where I am going to
win it for him.”
“Death ofaSalesman” will be playing
at ArtsWest Playhouse and Gallery in
West Seattle until May 29. Tickets are
discounted for students and can be
bought online or at the box office.
Callie may be reached at
ccraighead@su-spectator.com
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MILES DAVIS BIOPIC LACKS SOUL
Scott Johnson
Staff Writer
There’s one thing that consistently
popped into my head while I was
watching “Miles Ahead”: this is one of
the most absurd storylines for a music
biopic I’ve ever seen.
Unfortunately, the film does
nothing to embrace its absurdity and
remains stale.
Imagine a coked-out Miles Davis
late in his career living in Howard
Hughes-esque isolation. Enter a
reporter from Rolling Stone. What
follows are car chases, gunfights and
lots of cocaine as Davis tries to get
some session tapes back. That sounds
like a ridiculously fun story, right? It
should be, but the film doesn’t seem to
understand that.
The story is told completely
seriously and lacks the soul necessary
to make itself—a film with huge
potential about one of the greatest jazz
musicians of all time—worthwhile.
While it features several excellent
.performances, “Miles Ahead” is a
wasted opportunity.
I don’t know much about Miles
Davis, but from what I’ve gathered,
he wasn’t exactly the nicest guy. In the
film, he cheats on his wife, snorts lines
of cocaine and gets a little trigger-
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happy with guns. None of this really
makes the audience want to care
about the guy. Honestly, I felt more
sympathy for his ex-wife than him. So
why should I care if he ever gets his
music back? From the get go the film
has some explaining to do.
That being said, Don Cheadle (who
also directs, writes and produces
the film) delivers one of the most
definitive performances of his career.
Capturing the raspy, scratching voice
of the jazz musician along with his
near-insane demeanor, Cheadle. goes
all out, but in the process he forgets to
put that same effort into the rest of the
film. The result is a mediocre film with
a lone standout performance.
Spurned on by the arrival of
Dave Brill (Ewan McGregor), the
Rolling Stone reporter, the film
frequently shifts between flashbacks,
flashforwards and present time,
sometimes all at once. Desperate to
find and write the story of Davis’
comeback, Brill latches onto Davis in
hopes of getting the recluse musician
to tell his real story. Ewan McGregor
feels bored, like even he doesn’t know
why he’s on screen, but still tries to
make the most out of his role.
I wonder if at any point during the
screenwriting process someone went,
“Youknow, this story is actually pretty
crazy, maybe we should make it a little
offbeat,” because there is hardly a lick
of comedy in the film. On top of that,
it hardly feels like there’s passion in
its storytelling despite the fact that
Cheadle wanted to make this film for
nearly a decade. Again, it seems like
all of his interest went into building
the character and not the film—and
he does succeed, but it’s not enough.
Now that I think of it, his ex-wife
truly is the only character we can
empathize with in the film, unless you
count the skeezy record executives,
drug-addicts and Brill, whose overt
desperation to get the story literally
leads him to break the law.
There is a lot here that could have
made for a more memorable film, but
the wasted opportunities far outweigh
the things the filmmakers did right.
The saddest thing about this movie is
the fact that Cheadle gives probably
the best performance of his career,
only to have the rest of the movie
tarnished by a lack of passion, a lack
of soul.
Scott may be reached at
sjohnson@su-spectator.com
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GET THE BROOMS OUT, BASEBALL SWEEPS UTRGV
Willy Goldstein
Staff Writer
The Seattle University baseball team
(28-15, 15-3 WAC) completed a three
game sweep
of UT Rio Grande Valley
(18-21, 7-8 WAC) last weekend.
Hie Redhawks continued their
dominance at home to improve to 20-
4, despite going 8-10 on the road.
“It is always hard to sweep a team,
and our home field advantage really
came into play as we won our 20th
game at Bannerwood—tying the
school record which was set last
season,” said coach Donny Harrel.
They picked up the win in the first
game of the series with a score of 7-4.
senior Ted Hammond (7-2) picked
up the win by striking out five and
walking one in six innings. But he
needed help at the plate provided by
The Seattle University Baseball during the national anthem
sophomore Curtis Perrin. Perrin hit a
three run pinch hit double in his only
at bat ofthe game to put the Redhawks
ahead for good.
Senior Sheldon Stober and junior
Brock Carpenter each picked up two
hits on the day.
In game two, the Redhawks got their
offense going late to pick up a 5-3 win.
They got a boost from the leadoff
spot with junior Griffin Andreychuk
driving in four runs on two hits. He
tied the game with a two RBI hit in the
fifth inning before taking the leadwith
a two rim home run in the seventh.
Starter Nick Meservey pitched six
innings, striking out seven, but didn’t
get adecision as senior Grant Gunning
picked up the win. Closer Zach Wolf
picked up his second save in as many
games
for his eighth of the season.
In the third game sophomore Janson
Junk picked up the win, going six
innings and striking out four with no
walks. He received run support early
with the Redhawks putting up all six
of their runs in the first two innings in
the 6-4 win.
Senior Sean Sutton lead the way
with three hits on the game, while
freshman Jeffrey Morgan drove in
three runs.
“Our starting pitching took us deep
in all of the games and the bullpens
held them down when needed. I felt
Dalton Hurd and Jeffrey Morgan had
key series for us and Curtis Perrin
gave us real quality at-bats, especially
Sunday, to set the table for the middle
of the order,” Harrel said.
The series win represented their
sixth in a row, showing why the
Redhawks are a force to be reckoned
with come postseason play.
PHOTO COURTESY OF SEATTLE UNIVERSITY ATHLETICS
They sit on top of the WAC
standings heading into the home
stretch and are looking to hold of New
Mexico State and earn the top seed in
the conference tournament.
They take a four game WAC
winning streak and two game lead in
the standings into this week’s games.
Seattle U heads to Oregon State on
Tuesday, May 3 for a single non-
conference contest before traveling
to NM State over the weekend for an
important WAC series.
Willy may be reached at
wgoldstein@su-spectator.com
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MEET YOUR 2016 SEAHAWKS DRAFT PICKS
AJ Schofield
Sports & Opinion Editor
The 2016 NFL Draft was held last
weekend, April 29 - May 1, in Chicago
and there will be some new faces
around the VMAC when the rookie
minicamp kicks off this Friday. Who
are all these new faces?
GERMAIN IFEDI - OT, TEXAS A&M
(FIRST ROUND, PICK NO. 31)
Seattle hasn’t used their first round
picksince drafting Bruce Irvin in 2012.
That changed this year. Originally,
Seattle hadthe No. 26 pick. When their
time came, the Seahawks did what
many experts predicted and traded
back. This year however, Seattle stayed
in the first round, trading the No. 26
pick to the Denver Broncos for the
No. 31 and No. 94 pick. With the 31st
pick, Seattle drafted offensive tackle
Germain Ifedi out of Texas A&M.
Ifedi began his career at right guard
as a redshirt freshman and started
every game before transitioning
to right tackle for his sophomore
and senior seasons. While he is still
somewhat raw, the Seahawks like his
size. At 6 feet 6 inches tali and 324
pounds with 36” arms, Ifedi has the
size and length that Seattle coaches
covet They made a priority to get
bigger up front this year, and this
move stayed consistent with that
JARRAN REED - DT, ALABAMA
(SECOND ROUND, PICK NO. 49)
Reed may be the best pick of the
draft for the Seahawks. The No. 2
rated defensive tackle and No. 19
overall prospect according to Scout’s
Inc., Reed has the ability to make an
immediate impact on the defensive
line. Standing 6 feet 3 inches and
307 pounds, Reed started 28 games
in his career at Alabama. He finished
fourth on the team in tackles with
57, 56 of which were rushing stops.
Some criticized Seattle for trading up
here, as Reed doesn’t bring any kind
of interior pass rush, netting just two
sacks in two seasons with Alabama.
Regardless, Seattle will need a big
body in the middle of the field to
20 SPORTS
Prosise is a converted wide receiver,
so he should have decent hands
coming out of the backfield. At 6 feet
tall and 220 lbshe has the build to be
a thirddown and redzone back. In his
lone season at running back, Prosise
carried the ball 156 times for a total
of 1,029 yards with 11 touchdowns.
If nothing else, Prosise will create
competition at the running back
position, something that is desperately
needed.
NICK VANETT - TE, OHIO STATE
(THIRD ROUND, PICK NO. 94)
This pick can be parlayed with Ifedi,
Seattle’s first round pick, because it
was acquired in the trade with Denver
in the first round. Heading into the
draft, the Seahawks already carried
six tight ends on the roster, and Vanett
makes seven. This move aims to add
some depth to the position given that
Jimmy Graham may start the season
on the PUP list, though Pete Carroll
recently told the media that Graham
was rehabbing well.
As for Vanett himself, he stands at 6
feet 6 inches and tips the scales at 257
pounds. He is a solid all around tight
end who can catch passes when lined
up out wide or he can stay in and block
in pass protection. Some analysts have
compared him to former Seahawks
tight end Zach Miller. Vanett very well
could be Miller’s replacement, and
may see extended playing time early if
Graham’s rehab gets delayed.
REES ODHIAMBO - OG, BOISE STATE
(THIRD ROUND, PICK NO. 97)
The Odhiambo selection addressed
another need for the Seahawks,
adding depth to the offensive line.
Odhiambo, coming in at 6 feet 4
absorb blocks and clog running lanes,
and Reed fills that need.
C.J. PROSISE - RB, NOTRE DAME
(THIRD ROUND, PICK NO. 90)
Anotherglaring hole on the Seahawks’
roster was the running back position.
With Marshawn Lynch retiring and
rookie Thomas Rawls recovering from
a broken ankle, Seattle had a sudden
need forrunning backs.
inches tall and 314 pounds, played
tackle in college. Seattle plans to have
him compete for playing time at one
of the guard positions, but injuries
may derail that. Over the last three
seasons, Odhiambo has missed 14
games, with his most recent injury
ending his final collegiate season in
October. If nothing else, he has one
of the most remarkable stories out
of all the draft picks. Odhiambo and
his family moved to the U.S. in 2000,
after his father had passed away. His
mother thenpassed away when he was
17 years old. If that isn’t a story about
overcoming the odds, then I don’t
know what is.
QUINTON JEFFERSON - DT,
MARYLAND (FIFTH ROUND, PICK
NO. 147)
Seattle has found gems in the fifth
round before. Richard Sherman and
Kam Chancellor both came out of the
fifth round in their respective draft
classes. Carroll and general manager
John Schneider pride themselves on
evaluating talent in the later rounds
ofthe draft, and it’s typically guys with
a specific skill set that can be used in
certain situations.
Jefferson fits that mold. The 6 foot
4 defensive tackle weighs in at 291
pounds and he can rush the passer
from the interior of the defensive
line—a glaring need now that
Brandon Mebane has moved on to the
San Diego Chargers in free agency.
ALEX COLLINS - RB, ARKANSAS
(FIFTH ROUND, PICK NO. 171)
Collins had a fantastic college career,
rushing for over 1,000 yards in each
of his three seasons. Last year, the
5-foot-10-inch, 217 pound back
amassed 1,577 yards on 271 carries
with 20 touchdowns. Those numbers
alone indicate that he could have
what it takes to be a workhouse type
of back and carry the majority of
the load. On the downside, he’s had
issues protecting the football, with
17 fumbles over his career, nine of
which he lost. Scouts have compared
him to Chris Ivory, and his running
style and size make him intriguing.
As mentioned earlier, the injury to
Thomas Rawls left a need for running
backs, and Collins will just add more
competition to a thin position group.
JOEY HUNT - C, TCU (SIXTH
ROUND, PICK NO. 215)
Have you noticed a theme here?
Heading into the season, Seattle
had a few glaring holes to fill on the
roster. The biggest—and often most
criticized—was up front on the
offensive line. Seattle saw a bit of a
rotation at center last season, starting
with Drew Nowak before quickly
moving to Patrick Lewis. Lewis was
solid, but the position could use an
upgrade. A solid training camp could
give Hunt the opportunity to snag the
starting role.
KENNY LAWLER - WR, CAL
(SEVENTH ROUND, PICK NO
243)
Lawler is a 6-foot-2-inch, 203 pound
wide receiver with 32 inch arms.
Playing with No. 1 overall pick Jared
Goff, Lawler caught 52 passes for
658 yards and 13 touchdowns last
season. He has a big body and is the
second tallest receiver on the current
roster, but ultimately he will likely be
relegated to the practice squad, at best.
ZAC BROOKS - RB, CLEMSON
(SEVENTH ROUND, PICK NO. 247)
With their final pick, the Seahawks
went back to the running back well.
Carroll has always enjoyed having
options at running back, so it’s no
surprise that the team is heading into
training camp with six backs on the
roster. Brook’s future largely depends
on his training camp and Rawls’
injury. IfRawls is set to missextended
time, Brooks may find himself on
the roster.
AJ may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
TENNIS ENDS SEASON IN WAC SEMIS
Tess Owen
Staff Writer
The Seattle University men’s and
women’s tennis teams finished the
tennis season this weekend in Texas
at the Western Athletic Conference
tournament, both teams ending their
seasons in the tournament semifinals.
Women’s tennis (11-14, 1-4 WAC)
started the tournament by beating
Chicago State 4-0. Sophomore
Michelle Lui and junior Kelli
Woodman, the First Team All-WAC
doubles team, started the victory
with a 6-0 win at No. 1 doubles. The
Redhawks continued by securing the
doubles point with another win at No.
3 doubles, then went on to clinch the
victory with wins at No. 1, No. 4 and
No. 5 singles.
On Saturday, women’s tennis
advanced to their second straight
WAC championship semifinals but
ended the tournament and their
MEN’S GOLF TAKES SECOND IN WAC TOURNAMENT
WillMcQuilkin
A&E Editor
Under sunny skies at Loomis Trail
Golf Club in Blaine, Wash., the
Seattle University men’s golf team
placed higher than they ever have
at the Western Athletic Conference
Championships. The team played
consistent golf across three rounds
and finished in second place (+4),
behind the University of Missouri-
Kansas City (-12). Their high finish
defied some odds, given their ranking
heading into the WAC Championship.
Prior to the event, the league’s head
coaches participated in a poll and
predicted the Redhawks would finish
third behind UMKC, far and away
the best team in the league, and New
Mexico State, reigning champs. But
Seattle U had been playing excellent
golfall season, placing secondand fifth
at the Itani Quality Homes Collegiate
and RedhawkInvitationalrespectively.
More impressive was their finish at the
Redhawk Invitational, which featured
season with a 0-4 loss to No.l seed
New Mexico State. New Mexico State
started the victory with wins in two of
the three doubles matches, and then
succeeded in taking No. 2, No. 5 and
No. 3 singles.
“We had a close doubles point but
ultimately could not finish it out,”
said head coach Adam Reeb. “We
started slow in singles but then got
saved a bit with the rain delay. We
came back even more determined
after the delay but New Mexico State
was just too tough for us today.”
This was the last season for senior
Kristen James, but a large portion of
the team will be returning next year.
Men’s tennis (11-15, 1-4 WAC)
ended the season with a 0-4 loss to
No. 1 seed Missouri-Kansas City
in the tournament semifinals on
Saturday after beating Chicago State
4-0 the previous day. UMKC earned
the first point with victoriesin the No.
2 and No. 3 doubles spots then sealed
avery talented poolof golfers and took
place at Chambers Bay, a notoriously
difficult course. Thus, the team felt
confident about their chances at the
WAC Championship.
Day one saw the Redhawks finish
second (+2) behind UMKC (-5)
and just ahead of Utah Valley (+5).
They were helped by an excellent
performance from Ross Kukula,
who finished the day at 70 (-2). They
continued their strong play in the
second round.
As a team, the Redhawks found
their stroke in the second round,
collectively playing their best golf of
the event. They finished the day with
a 285 (-3) and went one under par
for the tournament. Unfortunately,
UMKC played magnificent golf and
finished the day eleven under par
through two rounds.
The Redhawks faltered in the third
round but played well enough to
maintain their second place standing.
They would finish the tournament
shooting a collective 868 (+4). Their
the victorywith three straight wins in
No. 1, No. 6 and No. 4 singles.
“We had to regroup for the singles,
which we did. Every guy played his
heart out and I couldn’t be prouder,”
Reeb said. “We were right there in
singles and battling on every court.
This team faced a lot of adversity this
year with injuries but stayed resilient
and kept working and getting better.”
Seattle U was victorious over
Chicago State the previous day,
earning a point with their two wins in
doubles then sweeping Chicago State
in singles, clinching the road to the
semifinals with their success.
According to a press release, with
the end of this season the men’s
slip in the third was covered up by the
fact that Utah Valley, the third place
finisher, finished with an 882 (+18),
14 strokes over Seattle U’s score.
UMKC’s Antoine Rozner was
crowned the individual champion
after shooting -12 for the event.
“It’s an awesome feeling to make
the NCAA Tournament,” Rozner said.
“Last year I went as an individual,
but going with your teammates and
friends is so different... Freshman
hAY A. 2016
team tied their Division 1 single
season wins record in 2015-2016 and
continue to hope for growth for next
season.
The men’s and women’s teams
played well overall and battled hard
for their spots in the semifinal round
of the tournament. The Redhawks
continuously aim to improve in
seasons to come.
The New Mexico State men’s team
(12-9) was the winner of the WAC
tournament, along with University
of Texas Rio Grande Valley as the
women’s WAC champions.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
year, I came so close, so this is a good
personal accomplishment.”
Four of the Redhawks’ five competing
members at this year’s WAC
Championship will be returning next
year. The group will look to improve
upon this year’s success as they
move forward.
Will may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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OPINION
WHERE’S THE HOPE?
This election cycle has been hectic. Between the surprise success ofBernie Sanders
and the even more surprising support for Donald Trump, the rhetoric behind
this year’s election has been defined by shock, fear and anger.
The difference between this presidential election and the one four years ago
is vast. Most especially for those young voters looking forward to casting their
first ever votes for president.
I remember being 18 years old in 2012 —I was giddy with excitement. I couldn’t
wait to vote. The pervading feeling was hope. I was inspired.
But in talking with my roommates on Tuesday, I did not feel that same
hopefulness. They are a year younger than I and thus couldn’t vote in 2012.
This is their first election, and they don’t want to vote. They feel that neither
Hillary Clinton nor Trump reflects their values or deserves their vote. They are
disheartenedby the state of things.
I tried telling them that it wouldn’t necessarily be Trump v Clinton, but I realized
I was kidding myself. Trump won the Indiana primary on Tuesday and all but
locked up the Republican nomination. Meanwhile, Sanders’ hopes ofsomehow
ousting Clinton from the nomination are all but exhausted. Both parties have all
but picked their nominees and there’s not a lot to be done about it.
It’s funny and sad how much the texture of this year’s election has changed
since 2012.1 understand the frustrationthat manyyoung people are feeling and
expressing, and I am glad. I am glad that you are dissatisfied with this reality,
because it needs improvement. But don’t cast your vote aside because you are
dissatisfied. Instead, use that vote to communicate your dissatisfaction. Do not
sit silently because your silence only allows this reality to perpetuate itself. Take
up your dissatisfaction and use it to propel change and progress.
In the words ofFrederick Douglas, “Without struggle, there can be no progress.”
So struggle. Struggle to change what is so apparently wrong with this situation.
Use your vote.
—Will McQuilkin, A&E Editor
The Spectator editorial board consists ofMelissa Lin, Christopher Salsbury, A.). Schofield, Jason Bono, Lena Beck, Jenna Ramsey, Will McQuilkin, Nicole Schlaeppi, and Sally Underwood.
Signed commentaries reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those ofthe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of Seattle University.
Matthew Juskelis andfriend Jackson Van Dyke play Matt's game (pg. 12-13)
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Screw everything about May Day—or rather, screw what it has become.
What began as a historic day ofprotest for worker and immigrant rights has
spiraled downward into a violent, chaotic shit show that is not at all inspiring or
empowering. It is consistently chaotic. It is boring and predictable.
The MayDay protests in Seattle this yearbegan with a peaceful march ofworkers
and immigrant rights that progressed from the Central District to outside the
Courthouse. But as it wound down, a hoard of demonstrators gathered in an
unpermitted anti-capitalist march tovandalize businesses and cause mayhem. It
happens every year—and arguably, now at every protest—violent white protesters
(ahem, anarchists) co-opt protest space to destroy businesses, fight with police
and takemedia attention from those whoreally need it. I’ve witnessed it unfold
at BlackLives Matter protests and watchedpeople violently transformthe healing
protest space for black and brown bodies into a platform for destruction. Back
in November during the Black Lives Matter not Black Friday protest, a rowdy
few destroyed a doorway at Westlake Center and caught my group of peaceful
protesters in an uncomfortably close confrontation with police.
. I’m not saying that all anarchists are the same. While anarchy is not my cup
oftea, I know that there must existanarchists who don’t aim to destroy people’s
businesses andwindows just for kicks or media attention—but it’s difficult to see
the good few when we only hear the ones who are screaming the loudest. Those
who co-opt peaceful protest space delegitimize protest and seem downright
foolish. They are unjust. They hinder their so-called causes and rarely come up
with solutions. They hurt othersand make it even more difficult and dangerous
for the marginalized in our society to be heard.
Maybe it goes against the values of anarchy but anarchists should redirecttheir
destructive energy into having constructive discussions.
Even Seattle U’s campus store stocks Star Wars memorabilia (pg. 14)
STOP CO-OPTING PROTEST SPACE
—Melissa Lin, Editor in Chief
CAM PETERS • THE SPECTATOR
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'ASKING FOR A
FRIEND’
by Carlos Rodriguez
Carlos is the better uncle you never had.
QHow
do I relieve my iced chai obsession? My meal plan
’ money is slowly starting to run out.
A
You don’t. Iced chais are probably the best spring quarter
• drinks to get. Running out of meal plan money for that is
• probably a life goal to be honest. I used to get at least 3 of
them every day but eventually got tired of them for a bit.
Try that?
QI
want this cute, tall, blonde, swimmer to notice me. How
* do I go about being friends with him then potentially
*
admitting he is my one true love?
A
Maybe hold off on admitting your love. Start by sayinghi and see
0 ifhe’s interested. See where that goes thenperhaps you can take
0
some more baby steps to get to know him. Maybe you’ll even get
married... eventually. Whoknows.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR: IN RESPONSE TO "GROWING TREND OF STICK N POKE IS NO JOKE"
I'm writing in response to the article published in the Spectator last week
about stick n poke tattoos. 1 first wanted to thank you for publishing an article
involving tattoos in the paper and starting the conversation on campus.
However, the reason I am writing is I wanted to call attention to the fact that
the article made no effort to explain the complications that can arise from
receiving a tattoo from someone who is not a licensed professional.
A professional tattoo artist will be able to describe in detail the sterilization
processes theirneedles go through, ifany at all because most have switched to
disposable needles because of how difficult it is to fully clean a needle. Most
artists who don’t use disposable needles, clean their needles in a machine
called an Autoclaver which blasts the needles with hot steam to sterilize
them. A professional tattoo artist will also be able to tell you about the
horrors people have endured because of infections they have obtained from
basement tattoos, as well as the risk of blood-borne disease transmission in
acquiring tattoos in this manner. The bottom line is getting a tattoo from an
unclean needle runs the risk of infection as well as MRSA/staph infections.
QI
doubt myself all the time. I got a grade back on an
*
exam I thought I did poorly on. I made myself think I
*
was going to get a ‘B
’
during the exam but after it I
thought I was going to get a ‘C’. I ended up getting an
‘A ’. Where can onefindself-confidence?
A
There’s no self-confidence store around here (or anywhere for
0 that matter). Trust your gut! I find it difficult to accept that I
0
didn’t trust myselfwhen making certain decisions or stressing
out too much over something I shouldn’t have been worried
about to begin with. Whisper to yourself, “I got this,” before
your next exam. Just make sure no one around you hears you
and thinks you’re weird.
Q
Should Ifeel embarrassed about taking the elevator in
* the Student Center? Every time I go up the stairs Ifeel
9
like my lungs get sprained (if that’s a thing) andI don’t
wantpeople to think I’m weak.
A
I thought this was just me! No shame in your game. Every
0 time
I challenge myself to those stairs I have to use my inhaler
0 by the end of it. Sometimes it’s nice because that’s the only
form of exercise I get but I guess that’s also the main source of
my embarrassment.
To submit a question, visit su-askingforafriend.tumblr.com
Most alarmingly, with the article only discussing the topic from the angle
of the person who is giving these tattoos in the Campion Lounge, it seems as
though the Spectator is encouraging students to go get tattoos in this unsafe
manner without considering the dangers. I encourage anyone looking for
professional advice on tattoos to consult any artist in the many local parlors
on the hill; Super Genius, Hie Artful Dodger, Laughing Buddha, Under the
Needle, Slave To the Needle, etc.
Once again, thanks for starting tills conversation on campus and thanks for
your time,
Jarrod Gallagher
The editor may be reached at editor@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLEU
CAREER CHANGE TO
COMPUTER SCIENCE
For the Summer of2016 Computer Science & Software Engineering at
Seattle University will again offer a “Career Change Path to Master’s
Degree” This program will be in three parts:
1. Beginning Programming Boot-Camp
2. Fundamentals of Computer Science Graduate Certificate
3. Master ofScience in Computer Science Program
Admission Requirements: An Undergraduate Degree
Start here if no programming experience
.
• Programming Boot Camp
A twelve (12) week intensive summer
program. Courses in three blocks of four
weeks, 3:30 to 3:25 and 6:00 to 8:05
pm Monday, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays.
Block 1: June 20 to July 16, 2016
Block 2: July 18 to August 13, 2016
Block 3: August 15 to Sept 10, 2016
Start here with programming experience
• Fundamentals of Computer Science Certificate
Graduate Certificate 18 Credits
CPSC 5011: Object-Oriented Concepts
CPSC 5021: Database Systems
CPSC 5031: Data Structures and Algorithms
CPSC 5041: Computing Systems Principles I
CPSC 5042: Computing Systems Principles II
CPSC 5051: Fundamentals of Software Engineering
Two courses per quarter, each course taught one night a week.
Master of Science in Computer Science
• Satisfactory completion of Certificate, no GRE required
Late afternoon and evening classes
Takes as little as 18 months
Information: Department ofComputer Science & Software Engineering:
www.seattleu.edu/computerscience 206-296-5510
